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Abstract
We revisit the constraints on the parameter space of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM), from charge and color breaking minima in the light of information on the Higgs
from the LHC so far. We study the behavior of the scalar potential keeping two light sfermion
fields along with the Higgs in the pMSSM framework and analyze the stability of the vacuum. We
find that for lightest stop <∼ 1 TeV and small µ <∼ 500 GeV , the absolute stability of the potential
can be attained only for |Xt| <∼
√
6mt˜1mt˜2 . The bounds become stronger for larger values of the
µ parameter. Note that this is approximately the value of Xt which maximizes the Higgs mass.
Our bounds on the low scale MSSM parameters are more stringent than those reported earlier in
literature. We reanalyze the stau sector as well, keeping both staus. We study the connections
between the observed Higgs rates and vacuum (meta)stability. We show how a precision study of
the ratio of signal strengths, (µγγ/µZZ) can shed further light.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The 7 and 8 TeV runs of the large hadron collider, the LHC, seem to have provided us
with evidence for the last missing piece of the Standard Model(SM) : a new boson with
properties very similar to those expected of the SM Higgs boson [1–4]. The low mass of the
observed state is completely consistent with the indirect constraints on the Higgs mass in
the SM implied by the electroweak precision measurements [5, 6]. New physics beyond the
SM (BSM) proposed to stabilize the Higgs mass close to the electroweak scale was expected
to reveal itself at the LHC. However, the present runs of the LHC have not yielded any
evidence for the same and have only resulted in bounds on the masses of the new expected
particles in various BSM scenarios.
Along with stabilization of the Higgs mass around the electroweak scale against radiative
corrections, there are quite a few other pointers towards BSM physics such as Dark Matter
(DM), observed baryon asymmetry in the Universe (BAU), neutrino masses, a lack of expla-
nation of the large mass hierarchy observed in the fermion mass spectrum etc. However, the
former is the only motivation that necessarily predicts BSM physics around the TeV scale
and hence is under significant pressure in light of the lack of BSM signals at the LHC. At
the same time, the close connection with the Higgs sector that any such BSM physics has,
implies that a precision study of the Higgs sector is sure to provide us with a good probe of
the same.
Just the mass of the observed Higgs state can give us a lot of information about both the
SM and the BSM. The experimentally observed mass of the state is an extremely interesting
value. In the SM, it is just large enough to indicate possible instability of the vacuum at
very high scales, which crucially depends on the exact values of mh,mt and αs [7–12]. Thus
the observed mass of the Higgs may be incompatible with absolute stability of the vacuum.
However, there is a possibility that the electroweak vacuum can end up being meta-stable
i.e., its life time could be larger than the age of the universe and no new physics below the
Planck scale may be necessary to stabilize the SM vacuum1 [14].
If the BSM physics in question is Supersymmetry the mass of the lightest Higgs state
is in fact bounded. The observed mass (∼ 125 GeV) is very close to (and smaller than)
the upper bound expected in the simple supersymmetric extension of the SM (the MSSM)
1 For a discussion on the effect of Planck scale dynamics on destabilizing the electroweak vacuum see for
example Ref. [13].
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and already constrains the relevant parameters of the MSSM rather strongly.2 If the Higgs
boson were observed with a mass above the bound, this could have easily ruled out MSSM.
In case of Supersymmetry with its extended scalar sector, the appearance of the additional
minima of the scalar potential is a natural feature. These minima can be either color or
charge breaking (CCB). The scalar potential of the MSSM is more constrained than in the
SM as some of the quartic couplings are simply related to the gauge couplings. The relative
ordering of the different minima depends on the parameters of the Supersymmetric theories
such as the sparticle masses and the trilinear couplings. The multiple minima of the scalar
potential of the MSSM have been studied in literature in great detail [15–23].
In the present work we revisit the charge and color breaking minima in the light of the
discovery of the Higgs mass and the results from LHC. We study the CCB bounds in the
presence of light stops and light staus. We find bounds stronger than those presented earlier
in literature [24].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we outline the connection
between the Higgs mass and stability of the vacuum in the MSSM. In section III we describe
the MSSM potential and discuss the results for the case of light stops. In section IV we
discuss the implications of light staus on stability and Higgs decays. We summarize our
results and conclude in section V.
II. STABILITY AND LIGHT HIGGS MASS IN MSSM
The recent discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC around 125 GeV [1, 2] puts severe
constraints on the MSSM [25–40]. The present results put the measured mass to lie within
[3, 41]
mh = 125.7± 0.6 GeV . (1)
While such a value of the Higgs mass can be accommodated within MSSM, this would
require a special choice of the parameters, in particular the trilinear stop mixing term, Xt.
Including the leading one loop corrections, the lightest CP even Higgs in the MSSM has a
2 It is also interesting to note that the closeness of the observed Higgs mass to the upper bound implies that
the sparticle masses be around the TeV scale and thus in fact quite consistent with the non observation
of the direct SUSY signal so far.
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FIG. 1. Stable (blue, vertical lines), meta-stable (green, stars) and unstable (red, checkered)
vacuum in the mh vs. Xt/MS plane. The left panel represents three field analysis and the right
panel four field analysis.
mass given by [42–45]
m2h ≈M2Z cos2 2β +
3g22m
4
t
8pi2M2W
[
ln
(
mt˜1mt˜2
m2t
)
+
X2t
mt˜1mt˜2
(
1− X
2
t
12mt˜1mt˜2
)]
, (2)
whereXt = At−µ/ tan β. The first term is the usual tree level mass term and the second term
is the dominant 1-loop correction from the top-stop loop. For stops of the O(1 TeV), a value
of 125 GeV for the mass of the light Higgs requires a significant contribution from the Xt
terms. The contribution from these terms gets maximized for values of |Xt| ∼
√
6 mt˜1mt˜2 .
Such large values for Xt typically translate into large values of the trilinear coupling At ∼ 1
TeV, i.e. comparable to the stop masses. It has been known that large values of At can lead
to charge and color breaking minima [15–23]3. In light of this, it would be interesting to
know whether large At values required to satisfy the Higgs mass measurement lead to color
and charged breaking (CCB) minima. We have done an exhaustive numerical analysis (as
will be detailed in the next section) looking for charge and color breaking minima in the
field space of the two Higgs doublets and t˜L and t˜R. We have classified the various possible
minima as follows:
3 Alternate sources of CCB have also been suggested as in Ref. [46].
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• Unstable Minima: In this case the minima are deeper than the electroweak minima in
the stop field space and the electroweak vacuum will have a life time less than the age
of the Universe and thus unstable.
• Meta-stable Minima: In this case, even though there are deeper CCB minima com-
pared to the electroweak minima, the decay time is greater than the age of the universe
and thus the Universe resides in a meta-stable vacuum.
• Stable Minima: There are no deeper minima in the vicinity of the electroweak vacuum
which is now stable. We add that the EWSB minimum is only stable in the subset
of field space that we consider and inclusion of other field directions could destabilize
the EWSB minimum.
In the plane of the Higgs mass and Xt/MS, we have plotted the regions of the three kinds
of vacuum in Fig. 1. MS (=
√
mt˜1mt˜2) represents the typical scale of soft Supersymmetry
breaking parameters.
The Higgs mass is roughly given by Eq.(2),while for numerical analysis presented in the
figure we use the full two-loop Higgs mass formula [47]. The left panel presents the results
from a three field analysis (up type Higgs (Hu), t˜L, t˜R ), whereas the right panel presents
the results from a four field analysis (Hu, down type Higgs (Hd), t˜L, t˜R). We have assumed
pMSSM like boundary conditions [48] which has 22 input parameters. Out of the twenty-two
parameters the most relevant parameters for the analysis are just the stop and Higgs sector
parameters (mA, tan β,mQ˜33 ,mU˜33 , µ).
From Fig. 1 we see that CCB constraints start playing an important role for |Xt| >∼
√
6MS.
We define |Xmaxt | ≡
√
6MS, when its contribution to the light Higgs mass is the maximum.
Beyond this value, there is a thin band of points where the electroweak vacuum is meta-
stable, and further down unstable. Given that we consider pMSSM boundary conditions,
these results are fairly general and apply for a wide class of SUSY breaking models. The
results also show that for lightest stop <∼ O(1 TeV) a Higgs mass of ∼ 125 GeV implies
that there exists a value of Xt close to its critical value, X
max
t , beyond which the vacuum is
either meta-stable or unstable. From Fig. 1, we see that there is hardly any difference in the
vacuum stability regions between the three field and four field analysis. This is only true as
long as the µ parameter takes values less than the stop masses. Furthermore, as we will see
in the next section, if µ is much larger than the stop masses, the vacuum starts becoming
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meta-stable for smaller values of Xt, |Xt| < |Xmaxt |. This is an important point to note.
Finally, for larger stop masses (>∼ 4 TeV) the condition of meta-stability and stability would
still be |Xt| <∼
√
6MS. However the Higgs mass ∼ 125 GeV does not require such large Xt
values.
III. REVISITING CCB IN MSSM
The scalar potential of the MSSM consists of all the super-partners of the SM fermions.
Electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) requires that the Higgs field should acquire a
nonzero vacuum expectation value (vev). The potential at this value of the Higgs fields
(vu, vd) corresponds to a minimum of the potential (EWSB minimum). However the com-
plete potential may have other minima in the field directions where charged and/or colored
particles acquire nonzero vevs. This corresponds to the existence of a charge and/or color
breaking minimum of the potential. In such cases it is possible that the EWSB minimum
may not be the global minimum of the potential. It may well be that our universe sits in
this local minimum of EWSB, thus making it a false vacuum. Transition from the local
EWSB minimum to the global CCB minimum happens through quantum tunneling and is
inevitable. As long as the time associated with the transition from the local EWSB minimum
to the deeper CCB minimum is greater than the age of the universe, this is an acceptable
configuration of the potential.
The probability of decay per unit time per unit volume (Γ/V ) of the false or meta-stable
vacuum to a deeper vacuum can be estimated using semi-classical techniques developed in
[49, 50]. In the semi-classical limit this quantity is given by
Γ
V
= Ae−S[φ¯]/~ , (3)
where V corresponds to the volume, S[φ¯] is the Euclidean action evaluated on the bounce
configuration and Γ is the width associated with the tunneling of a particle from the false
vacuum to the deeper vacuum. The prefactor A is roughly of the order of the fourth power
of the scale associated with the potential and we set it to (100 GeV)4 [24]. The condition
that the lifetime of the false vacuum be larger than the age of the universe implies that Γ/V
must be smaller than the fourth power of the Hubble constant (H0 ∼ 1.44 × 10−42 GeV).
This can be translated to a condition on the value of the action such that S[φ¯]/~ >∼ 404
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[24, 51].
The scalar potential of the MSSM consists of squared, cubic and quartic terms of the
various scalar fields and is therefore quite complicated. For a physically viable spectrum, the
bi-linear terms (quadratic terms of the potential) must be positive4 while the quartic terms
always contribute positively to the potential. The trilinear terms which can be negative
are therefore responsible for the formation of additional minima other than the EWSB
minimum5. If the bilinear terms are large then they tend to mitigate the destabilizing effect
of the trilinear terms. One therefore does not have to consider the full MSSM potential but
rather only the fields that have lighter masses and large trilinear couplings. For the case
of stops the trilinear terms are also enhanced by the relatively large value of the Yukawa
couplings.
We now proceed to a description of the potential and a discussion of the results in detail.
For simplicity let us first consider the potential consisting only of (Hu, t˜L, t˜R).
A. Three field scalar potential in MSSM
The tree-level scalar potential in MSSM in the Hu, t˜L and t˜R field directions is
V3 =
(
m2Hu + µ
2
) |Hu|2 +m2t˜L|t˜L|2 +m2t˜R ∣∣t˜R∣∣2 + (ytAtH∗u t˜Lt˜R + c.c.)
+ y2t
(|t˜Lt˜R|2 + |Hut˜L|2 + |Hut˜R|2)+ g21
8
(
|Hu|2 + 1
3
|t˜L|2 − 4
3
|t˜R|2
)2
+
g22
8
(|Hu|2 − |t˜L|2)2 + g23
6
(|t˜L|2 − |t˜R|2)2 . (4)
The first observation that one can make is that this potential is not unbounded from below
(UFB) in any of the field directions. This is due to the F -terms that contribute positively
to the potential for nonzero values of the field. The second observation is, as mentioned
earlier, one can always choose the phases of the fields in such a way that the trilinear term(
ytAtH
∗
u t˜Lt˜R + c.c.
)
contributes negatively to the potential. Thus it is the only term which
is responsible for the formation of new CCB minima.
Before we turn to a discussion of the numerical analysis we first give a qualitative under-
standing of the development of CCB minima. In the D-flat direction the D-terms, which
4 The Higgs sector is an exception where the bi linear term proportional to Bµ is negative which is required
for symmetry breaking.
5 We note that large values of At can have other interesting consequences as suggested in Ref. [52].
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are fourth power in fields and hence always positive, will contribute minimally to the po-
tential. It is therefore likely that CCB minima exist in the D-flat direction. This direction
corresponds to the choice where |Hu| = |t˜L| = |t˜R| = ξ. With this choice of field directions,
Eq.(4) reduces to
V3 =
(
m2Hu + µ
2 +m2t˜L +m
2
t˜R
)
ξ2 − 2yt|At| ξ3 + 3y2t ξ4 . (5)
Taking the derivative of Eq.(5) with respect to ξ and solving one finds that the condition for
existence of a CCB minimum is A2t
>∼ 2.67
(
m2Hu + µ
2 +m2
t˜L
+m2
t˜R
)
. However, it has been
shown that the existence of a CCB minimum deeper than the EWSB minimum corresponds
to [51]
A2t > 3
(
m2Hu + µ
2 +m2t˜L +m
2
t˜R
)
. (6)
We now proceed to discuss the CCB bound in MSSM through detailed numerical analysis.
It is well known that the twenty-two parameter phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) provides
the most economical set to describe low energy SUSY phenomenology without considering
any particular SUSY breaking scenario at the high scale. For the purpose of studying light
stops it is not necessary to vary all twenty-two parameters. We therefore vary the stop sector
and fix all other sectors of MSSM. More specifically our choice of parameters are
tan β ∈ [5, 60]
mQ˜33 ∈ [500, 1500] GeV
mU˜33 ∈ [500, 1500] GeV (7)
µ ∈ [100, 1000] GeV
At ∈ [−3, 3]mQ˜33 .
We set all other sfermion masses to be at 1000 GeV, MA = 1000 GeV and all other trilinear
couplings are set to zero. The gaugino masses are set at M1 = 100 GeV, M2 = 300 GeV
and M3 = 1000 GeV. We note that this choice of parameters corresponds to the decoupling
regime of the MSSM Higgs sector [53]. We impose on the resulting spectrum, the flavor
constraints given below.
BR(B → Xsγ) ∈ [2.99, 3.87]× 10−4 [54],
BR(Bs → µ+µ−) ∈ [1.2, 5.0]× 10−9 [55]. (8)
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FIG. 2. Left: The variation of mh against A
2
t /M
2
# for three field potential. Right: The variation
of 3(m2
t˜L
+m2
t˜R
) with A2t + 3µ
2 for the three field. The dashed (magenta) line corresponds to the
analytic bound and the dot-dashed (cyan) line corresponds to the empirical bound. Points that
correspond to the EWSB vacuum being unstable are given in red (checkered), meta-stable in green
(stars) and stable in blue (vertical lines).
Additionally we demand that the lightest stop mass lies in the range [500, 1000] GeV. We
generate the SUSY spectrum with a modified version of SuSeFLAV [47], the Higgs spectrum
is calculated using FeynHiggs 2.10.4 [56–60], the flavor constraints are calculated using
micrOMEGAs 3.2 [61] and in order to calculate the transition rate of the decay of the false
vacuum at zero temperature we use CosmoTransitions [62].
The left plot of Fig. 2 shows the lightest Higgs mass against A2t/M
2
# where M
2
# =(
m2Hu + µ
2 +m2
t˜L
+m2
t˜R
)
. Points in blue correspond to points of absolute stability, i.e.
where the EWSB minimum is a global minimum. Points in red and green correspond to a
CCB minimum being the global minimum; the green points represent those points of the
parameter space where the time associated with the transition from the EWSB minimum
to the CCB minimum is greater than the age of the universe(meta-stable) and red points
are those where this time is less than the age of the universe(unstable). We see from Fig. 2,
the region of absolute stability is slightly diminished in comparison to the bound given in
Eq.(6). The result quoted earlier (derived by looking at the most likely direction of forma-
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tion of CCB minima (D-flat direction)) is only an approximate result since we effectively
reduce the 3 dimensional problem to a one dimensional problem. We also note that the
regions of meta-stability do not extend to very large values of At. We therefore find stronger
bounds than the empirical bound found in Ref. [24] for the constrained MSSM (cMSSM).
To emphasize this point we show in the right hand side of Fig. 2 a plot similar to the one
found in Ref. [24]. The dashed (magenta) line in this plot corresponds to the analytic bound
A2t + 3µ
2 < 3(m2t˜L +m
2
t˜R
) , (9)
and the dot-dashed (cyan) line corresponds to the empirical bound
A2t + 3µ
2 < 7.5(m2t˜L +m
2
t˜R
) . (10)
We see that regions of meta-stability do not extend to the empirical bound.
Our results do not have a strong dependence on tan β. It can be shown that for moderately
large tan β, the tan β dependence of the coefficients in the potential factor out. Note that
the potential V3 has no µ dependence. We further checked that the results are insensitive to
the variation of mA between 500− 2000 GeV. We now proceed to describe our results when
the fourth Hd field is added to the potential.
B. Four field scalar potential in MSSM
The tree-level potential in MSSM due to the presence of t˜L and t˜R field can be expressed
as
V4 =
(
m2Hu + µ
2
) |Hu|2 + (m2Hd + µ2) |Hd|2 +m2t˜L|t˜L|2 +m2t˜R |t˜R|2−
Bµ (HuHd + c.c.) +
(
ytAtHut˜Lt˜R + c.c.
)− (ytµt˜Lt˜RH∗d + c.c.)+
y2t
(|t˜Lt˜R|2 + |Hut˜L|2 + |Hut˜R|2)+ g22
8
(|Hu|2 − |Hd|2 − |t˜L|2)2 +
g21
8
(
|Hu|2 − |Hd|2 + 1
3
|t˜L|2 − 4
3
|t˜R|2
)2
+
g23
6
(|t˜L|2 − |t˜R|2)2 . (11)
The four-field potential written above, like the three-field potential V3, has no UFB
directions. Once again it is easy to see that the most likely direction to find a minimum is
in the direction of |t˜L| = |t˜R|. It is however not so straight forward to see the other field
directions in which a CCB minimum is likely to be present. One must therefore resort to a
10
FIG. 3. Left: The variation of mh against A
2
t /M
2
# for the four field potential. Right: The variation
of 3(m2
t˜L
+m2
t˜R
) with A2t + 3µ
2 for the four field potential. The dashed (magenta) line corresponds
to the analytic bound and the dot-dashed (cyan) line corresponds to the empirical bound. Points
that correspond to the EWSB vacuum being unstable are given in red (checkered), meta-stable in
green (stars) and stable in blue (vertical lines).
numerical analysis of the potential. The task is simplified by the fact that one need only look
for a minimum within the hypersphere (in the field space) of radius approximately equal to
At + µ. For values of the field larger than this value, the quartic terms start dominating,
increasing the value of the potential.
In Fig. 3 we show the same kind of plots as we did in the three field analysis. We note
that our results are very similar to those obtained in the three field analysis. The presence
of the additional ytµt˜Lt˜RHd term adds negatively to the potential and for large values of
µ unstable points can be found even for small values of At. We have checked that as one
increases the value of µ the region of absolute stability is further reduced in these plots.
This has been shown in Fig. 4. The left plot shows the variation of Xt/MS with the Higgs
mass whereas the plot on the right shows the variation of A2t/M
2
# with the Higgs mass. We
see that in both cases the regions of absolute stability of the vacuum have reduced. The
reduction for Xt/MS is smaller in comparison to A
2
t/M
2
# which has a significant reduction.
Such a feature is absent when one uses the three field potential which is independent of µ.
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FIG. 4. Left: The variation of mh against Xt for the four field potential with µ set in the range
[1000, 1500] GeV. Right: The variation of mh against A
2
t /M
2
# for the same. Points that correspond
to the EWSB vacuum being unstable are given in red (checkered), meta-stable in green (stars) and
stable in blue (vertical lines).
We also check that as expected there is no strong tan β dependence of our results.
The above results have been computed using the tree-level three/four field potentials.
Radiative corrections to the potential can be important. These can be added in terms of
one loop effective potential corrections. However, choosing a suitable renormalization scale,
the corrections from the one loop effective potential can be minimized. If the Higgs fields
are the only fields which acquire vevs, choosing the renormalization scale close to the weak
scale or MSUSY would minimize the corrections from the one loop effective potential.
In the presence other sfermionic fields like squarks and sleptons, especially for fields with
small Yukawa couplings, this choice of the renormalization scale might not be appropriate
[63].6 Given that CCB minima typically appear at large field values (for the squark/slepton
fields 〈φ〉 <∼ A/2y, where A is the trilinear coupling and y is the Yukawa coupling), one loop
corrections could become important even if the renormalization scale is chosen to be MSUSY.
For stops with the large yt appearing inversely in the field values, the CCB minima are not
very far from the weak scale. We have explicitly checked that they do not exceed 3 TeV for
6 We thank Fabio Zwirner for pointing this out.
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the parameter space we have scanned for the stops. Hence we do not expect a significant
modification of our results presented here by adding one loop corrections. In an upcoming
work [64], we study the renormalization scale dependence of the above bounds in pMSSM
in detail.
IV. LIGHT STAUS AND HIGGS TO DIPHOTON DECAYS
At the LHC both the production in gluon fusion and the decay rates for h → γγ and
h → Zγ final states ate determined by loop induced couplings, which can be affected by
the presence of BSM physics. Hence, the signal strengths in almost all final states carry an
imprint of the same. While the current information from the LHC on signal strengths is
consistent with the expectations of the SM Higgs, contributions from BSM physics can not
be ruled out. It is interesting to probe the connection between the observed signal strengths
of the Higgs and the vacuum (meta)stability in the presence of light sfermions.
The signal strength (µˆ) is defined as:
µˆexpXX =
nexpXX
σ(pp→ h)×BR(h→ XX)L , (12)
where  is the selection efficiency, nexpXX is the number of signal events and L the luminosity.
Since, in MSSM, the Lorentz structure of the Higgs couplings to SM particles remains
unchanged, the efficiencies appearing in Eq.(12) are the same as in SM. This allows us to
easily compare the experimentally reported values of µˆ with theoretically calculated values
in the pMSSM.
While initially both CMS and ATLAS had reported values of µˆ greater than unity with
a larger significance, the situation has changed with collection of more data. We summarize
the current information on the h → γγ and h → ZZ∗ signal strengths from both ATLAS
and CMS in Table I.
It has been recently argued that the presence of light staus can possibly enhance the decay
width Γ(h → γγ) [31, 66]. However, such an enhancement of the width comes at a cost of
making the Electroweak vacuum meta-stable, thus restricting the possible enhancement of
the width in the framework of the MSSM [67].
From Eq.(12), it is clear that one should study not just the enhancement in partial width
but investigate the behavior of the branching ratios (BR) as well, which can be significantly
13
Channel µˆ Experiment
h→ γγ 1.55+0.33−0.28 ATLAS [65]
h→ γγ 0.77+0.27−0.27 CMS [3]
h→ ZZ∗ 1.43+0.40−0.35 ATLAS [65]
h→ ZZ∗ 0.92+0.28−0.28 CMS [3]
TABLE I. The present values of h→ γγ and h→ ZZ∗ signal strengths measured at LHC.
FIG. 5. Left: Ratio of the branching ratios of h → γγ. Right: RZZ(γγ). The stop mass in the
above figures is ≈ 950 GeV and µ is set to be positive. Points that correspond to the EWSB
vacuum being unstable are given in red (checkered), meta-stable in green (stars) and stable in blue
(vertical lines).
different. Thus one must really check if an excess in the BR can be generated in the MSSM.
We study this in the current note.
The behavior of the BR of the various Higgs decays is controlled by the dominant h→ bb¯
BR and hence by the value of the coupling of the Higgs to the bottom quarks. In the MSSM
this coupling takes the form [53, 68]
ghbb = − sinα
cos β(1 + ∆b)
(
1− ∆b
tanα tan β
)
. (13)
Here ∆b is the correction from the stop-chargino and sbottom-gluino loops and α corre-
sponds to the mixing angle between the two CP even Higgses. In the decoupling regime
where sinα → − cos β an enhancement (suppression) of this coupling depends on whether
14
| sinα/ cos β| is greater (less) than unity. The sign of ∆b controls the magnitude of sup-
pression or enhancement of the coupling. Increasing (decreasing) ghbb results in a reduction
(enhancement) in all other branching ratios. Note also that there is a significant theoretical
uncertainty in the determination of this BR stemming from scale uncertainties in the value
of the bottom quark mass and αs.
In order to detect signs of new physics in the loop induced h→ γγ couplings, one should
therefore look at quantities that are independent of the branching ratio. Such an observable
is the ratio
DV V (XX) =
Γ(h→ XX)
Γ(h→ V V ) (14)
Where V corresponds to the massive gauge bosons. A large amount of the theoretical and
experimental uncertainties cancel out when one uses this ratio [69]. DV V (XX) is directly
related to the partial widths of each of the channels and hence the uncertainty from h→ bb¯
is removed. The dominant contribution to h → γγ comes from the W boson loop. Hence
a deviation from unity in DWW (γγ) would signal the presence of additional particles in the
loop. Staus would add to theW loop contribution constructively and result in a enhancement
of DγγWW .
In order to compare with the SM we plot the ratio
RV V (XX) = D
BSM
V V (XX)
DSMV V (XX)
=
ΓBSM(h→ XX)
ΓBSM(h→ V V )
ΓSM(h→ V V )
ΓSM(h→ XX)
=
ΓSM(h→ V V )
ΓBSM(h→ V V )
ΓBSM(h→ XX)
ΓSM(h→ XX)
=
µXX
µV V
. (15)
Here µXX =
σMSSM (pp→h)×BRMSSM (h→XX)
σSM (pp→h)×BRSM (h→XX) , is different from µˆ defined earlier. This quantity
can now be easily compared to the experimental numbers.
As described before for the case of light stops here also we generate the SUSY spectrum
using SuSeFLAV [47], we use CosmoTransitions [62] in order to calculate the transition
rate of the decay of the false vacuum and we evaluate the Higgs branching ratios using the
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package HDECAY [70]. The parameter ranges we scan in this case is as follows
tan β ∈ [5, 60]
mL˜33 ∈ [100, 1000] GeV
mE˜33 ∈ [100, 1000] GeV
µ ∈ [100, 1500] GeV . (16)
We set all the first two generation of sfermion masses to be at 1000 GeV, the third generation
of squarks are set at mQ˜33 = 1100 GeV, mU˜33 = 1000 GeV and mD˜33 = 850 GeV. To ensure
the Higgs sector to be in the decoupling regime we set MA = 1000 GeV. The stop trilinear
coupling is set to At = 1300 GeV to ensure the lightest Higgs mass in the LHC observed
range while the rest of the trilinear couplings, including Aτ , are set to zero. The gaugino
masses are set at M1 = 100 GeV, M2 = 300 GeV and M3 = 1000 GeV. The scalar potential
used, involving only the stau and Higgs fields, is described in appendix A.
In the left plot of Fig. 5 we show the variation of the ratio of the branching ratios (RBR =
BRMSSM (h→γγ)
BRSM (h→γγ) ) with the lightest stau mass. We see that for our choice of parameters, RBR
varies between 0.6 and 1.2. While regions of meta-stability are correlated to the stau mass
and as expected decrease with stau mass, there is no clear correlation of these regions with
RBR. Note also that, as discussed earlier, the values of RBR are highly dependent on
the branching ratio of Higgs to bottom quarks. On the other hand when we plot RZZ(γγ)
against the stau mass, we see that as the value of this quantity increases the EWSB vacuum
becomes meta-stable and for RZZ(γγ) >∼ 1.2 the vacuum becomes unstable. Therefore, not
only is there a correlation with the (meta)stability of the vacuum but also an unambiguous
comparison with experimentally reported numbers is possible. We note that the present
central values of RV V (XX) (1.08(ATLAS), 0.84 (CMS)) as can be calculated from Table I
fall in regions that are far from dangerous unstable regions.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The detection of the Higgs particle with mass ∼ 125 GeV implies large values for the
trilinear soft terms in MSSM models. It has been known for a while that such large values of
these couplings lead to charge and color breaking minima in the scalar potential. In this work
we re-derive the constraints that arise from the presence of such minima. We have chosen a
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more general framework of MSSM parameters a` la pMSSM, such that our bounds will have
a wider applicability. Our analysis leads us to two major observations. Firstly, our bounds
on the low scale MSSM parameters are more stringent than those derived in Ref. [24]. This
has implications for the allowed values of the Xt. We find that for |Xt| >∼
√
6mt˜Lmt˜R the
electroweak vacuum becomes first meta-stable and then quickly unstable. This value of Xt
coincides with the value at which the 1-loop correction to the Higgs mass is maximized. We
also find that in the four field analysis the contribution from µ starts becoming important
when µ ∼ mt˜L,t˜R , a feature that was absent in the three field analysis.
Secondly, for the staus, we re-derive the stability bounds and study the implications
for Higgs signal strengths. We show that the ratios of the signal strengths provides an
unambiguous probe of new physics.
It is now understood that the measured value of the Higgs mass lies in a very special
(critical) range as far as stability of the Standard Model potential is considered. It is
surprising to see this feature replicates itself in the MSSM too, albeit for lightest stop (less
than 1 TeV). Further studies are required to understand this feature better within the
supersymmetric context.
Note Added: As we were finishing our paper, two preprints appeared on the arXiv
which deal with the same subject. Ref. [71] studies the CCB minima confining themselves
exclusively to cMSSM models. Ref. [72] presented preliminary results for MSSM with re-
stricted boundary conditions of the type m2Q3 = m
2
u3
. They too notice departures from the
bounds of Ref. [24].
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Appendix A: Scalar potential with staus
The 1-loop scalar potential in MSSM including the up type Higgs (Hu), left handed stau
(τ˜L) and right handed stau (τ˜R) fields is expressed as below
V = (m2Hu + µ2) |Hu|2 +m2τ˜L|τ˜L|2 +m2τ˜R |τ˜R|2 − (yτµH∗uτ˜Lτ˜R + h.c.) + y2τ |τ˜Lτ˜R|2
+
g22
8
(|τ˜L|2 − |Hu|2)2 + g21
8
(|τ˜L|2 − 2|τ˜R|2 − |Hu|2)2 + g22 + g21
8
δH |Hu|4 (A1)
where
δH ≈ 3
pi2
y4t
g22 + g
2
1
log
√
mt˜1mt˜2
mt
(A2)
is the leading term of the full one loop corrected potential arising from top and stop contri-
butions.
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